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SDP MEMO DISCLAIMER
The SDP memos are designed to allow the quick recording of investigations and research done by
members of the SDP. They are also designed to raise questions about parts of the SDP design or SDP
process. The contents of a memo may be the opinion of the author, not the whole of the SDP.
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Figure 4. Monasca logging architecture.
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3 LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
API

Application Interface

CPU

Central Processing Unit

SIP

System Integration Prototype

ELK

Elasticsearch, Logstash, Kibana

P3

Performance Prototype Platform

AlaSKA

OpenStack and associated open-source software defined environment

4 INTRODUCTION
This Memo document provides further detail on the Prototyping activities covered in P3-AlaSKA
Prototyping Report [RD02] in respect of the Platform Services Component of the SDP Operational
System. [RD01]
The SDP Platform C&C View [RD01] defines a Monitoring and Logging Interface. This has been
prototyped in P3-AlaSKA based on OpenStack Monasca, a distributed and horizontally scalable
monitoring and logging solution. Through its support for multi-tenancy, Monasca is able to support
two classes of users; the system administrators operating the OpenStack deployment, and the
operators running workloads on the compute resources.

5 MOTIVATION AND SCOPE
A monitoring and logging solution is required to collect metrics and logs on behalf of both P3-ALaSKA
administrators and users, to store these in central, searchable repositories and support generating
visualisations and alerts from them. All of this should be provided with tenant isolation, and with the
option to horizontally scale out the solution to support larger deployments.
The prototyping activity performed on P3-AlaSKA is extended to the context of the SDP Architecture.
The motivation is to support the following user stories:
1. As an operator I run computationally demanding jobs across multiple compute nodes. I want
to be able to monitor resource usage such as memory, CPU, storage and network utilisation
across all of the nodes so that I can gain insight into the performance of my job.
2. As an operator I want to be able to measure the performance of my application, for example
how long does it take to perform a computationally intensive routine? I want to be able to
push custom metrics into a single repository so that I can analyse the performance either
during or after the job.
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3. As an operator my application generates logs across multiple nodes in the job. I want to be
able to collect these logs into a central repository so that I can view and search them in a
single place.
4. As an operator I want to be able to trigger alerts based on specific conditions. For example, I
may want to receive an email if my application terminates due to an error.
5. An OpenStack deployment consists of many services often running across multiple nodes. As
a system administrator I want the logs from these services to be gathered into a central
repository so that I can search them in a single place if something goes wrong.
6. As a system administrator I want to be able to monitor resource usage across the nodes
hosting my OpenStack deployment. For example, I want to be able to monitor available
memory so that I can take corrective action before it is exhausted.
7. As a system administrator I want to be able to monitor individual appliances, for example a
Ceph cluster, so that I can check that they are functioning correctly.
8. As a system administrator I want to be able to configure alerts so that I can receive a
notification if a critical service fails, or a resource such as disk space is close to exhaustion so
that I can minimise downtime.
9. As a user I only want to see logs and metrics specific to my use case so that I am not
overwhelmed by irrelevant information.

6 ARCHITECTURAL CONTEXT
The prototyping work performed on P3-Alaska has provided insight into the architectural design of
the SDP. The work described here is set in the context of the Platform C&C (Figure 1) and Module
and Dependency (Figure 2) Views.
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Figure 1: Platform Services Component and Connector Primary Representation
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Figure 2: Platform Services Module View Primary Representation

6.1 Architectural Impact
The P3-AlaSKA Logging and Monitoring work provides a single logging and monitoring solution based
on OpenStack Monasca which provides:
● An internal (admin only) logging and monitoring service for the P3-AlaSKA control plane
○ OpenStack integration:
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●

●

■ Collection of all OpenStack service logs
■ RabbitMQ and Ceph specific metrics
An externally available logging and monitoring service which can be used by tenants of the
P3-AlaSKA system
○ Provides general monitoring of compute resources
○ Supports collecting application specific metrics and logs
An alerting system which can notify users when specific conditions are met

6.2 Architecture of the Monasca Logging and Monitoring System
Monasca is an OpenStack project. The context of Monasca configuration within Core Infrastructure
Services is described in [RD03]
The architecture of Monasca itself can be thought of in two parts; monitoring and logging. The
following sections give an overview of each.

6.2.1 Monitoring
The following diagram gives an overview of how the monitoring side fits together:

Figure 3. Monasca monitoring architecture.
At the centre of this diagram is the Monasca API, which integrates with Keystone to support reading
and writing of metrics to different OpenStack projects. The Monasca API is typically fed with metrics
from the Monasca Agent which is a small Python process that can be deployed into a Python virtual
environment using an Ansible role on control plane and tenant nodes. These metrics include general
system metrics such as CPU, memory and disk usage statistics, and also specialist metrics gathered
via an extensive list of plugins.
When metrics are posted to the Monasca API, Monasca validates the user's credentials and tags
each metric with the appropriate project ID. For example, a sys admins metric will be tagged with an
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admin only project ID, and an operators metrics will be tagged with the project ID in which the
operator is registered. The metric is then validated, to check that it conforms to specification, and is
written to Kafka if it does. The metrics are then persisted to InfluxDB by the Monasca persister
service. An advantage of writing to Kafka first, rather than directly to InfluxDB is that it can act as a
buffer, absorbing any transient spikes in metrics submitted to the Monasca API. The persister
process is then free to operate at its own rate, and can catch up during quieter periods. A second
advantage is that other processes can subscribe to the metric queue in Kafka, and perform
additional processing, such as alerting, without placing extra load on the database.
Metrics can be retrieved by querying the Monasca API with appropriate Keystone credentials. This
allows services such as Grafana to visualise data for a given OpenStack project. For cloud admins, it is
also possible to query InfluxDB directly, bypassing any tenant isolation.

6.2.2 Logging
An overview of the Monasca logging architecture is given in the following diagram:

Figure 4. Monasca logging architecture.
The internal Monasca logging endpoint is fed by Fluentd which is configured as part of Kolla-Ansible.
External users are free to submit logs however they like, so long as they can talk to the Monasca API.
The log API first validates the user's credentials and then writes the logs that it receives to Kafka,
where they are normalised by the Monasca log transformer and then written back to a new queue in
Kafka. Since Fluentd does much of the normalisation, this step is relatively lightweight. The Monasca
log persister service then writes the log messages from Kafka to Elasticsearch. In a similar way to the
metrics architecture, this allows Kafka to act as a burst buffer to smooth over transients in logging
activity without overloading Elasticsearch. Grafana and Kibana are then free to query ElasticSearch
directly. For tenant monitoring Grafana should be configured to query Elasticsearch via Monaca Log
API to enforce tenant isolation. Since Kibana is configured to query Elasticsearch directly, it doesn’t
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provide strict tenant isolation, but tenants can restrict their queries to the their OpenStack project
ID.

6.2.3 Alerting
Monasca can generate alerts based on metrics. Alerting is governed by the Monasca thresh service,
which is based on Apache Storm. To support alerts on log messages, the Monasca log metrics service
is used to generate metrics from logs. The rules governing this transform are configured via an
Ansible playbook.
Alerts can be configured via the Monasca CLI, or via a plugin for Grafana. For each alert it is possible
to configure one or more notifications. Notifications can take the form of Slack messages, Jira
tickets, emails or pager messages.

6.2.4 Visualisation
Grafana and Kibana are provided for visualisation. Grafana can visualise both metrics and logs, whilst
Kibana is solely for logs. Grafana also integrates with Keystone, whereas Kibana does not.

7 IMPORTANT RESULTS
7.1 Main achievements
●

●
●
●

●

●
●
●

OpenStack Monasca was deployed on a dedicated monitoring node on the P3-ALaSKA
appliance and was successfully used by both administrators and users of the P3-ALaSKA
system.
An external monitoring and logging endpoint was configured to support users running jobs
on the P3-ALaSKA system.
An internal monitoring and logging endpoint was configured to support the collection of logs
and metrics relating to the OpenStack deployment managing the P3-ALaSKA appliance.
To minimise the complexity in deploying and managing Monasca, support for deploying and
configuring it was added to the OpenStack Kolla-Ansible project [1, 2]. In conjunction with
Kayobe, this allows all configuration to be kept under version control ensuring that
deploying and reconfiguring Monasca is a relatively simple task.
Support for deploying Monasca in a highly available configuration was included in the
OpenStack Kolla-Ansible project [2]. This also facilitates horizontal scaling of the entire
framework with the following caveats:
○ The supported time series database, InfluxDB requires a commercial license to run in
a clustered configuration.
○ Monasca Grafana has an outstanding bug which prevents multiple instances being
deployed behind a load balancer. Until this is fixed a client can run their own remote
Monasca Grafana instance if the service becomes overloaded.
A custom plugin for collecting Infiniband RDMA traffic was written to support users running
network intensive jobs.
A custom plugin for collecting Slurm job data was written to support visualisation of activity
on the Slurm appliance.
A custom dashboard was developed for Grafana to support visualising Slurm job data at
scale.
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7.2 Examples of work

Figure 3. A plugin to visualise jobs running on a Slurm cluster was developed.

Figure 4. Drilling down into a job running on a Slurm cluster.
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Figure 5. Benchmarking in Grafana using the Infiniband plugin for the Monasca Agent.

Figure 6. Collection of OpenStack logs into a central repository (Elasticsearch) and visualisation
with Kibana.

Figure 7. Proof of concept demonstrating the collection of application specific metrics from a
tenant container running on a Swarm cluster.

7.3 Difficulties
●

●

Monasca consists of a microservice architecture employing ‘best of breed’ services for
specific tasks. To support scaling and high availability, each service can be deployed multiple
times, and for stateful services in a clustered configuration. In addition to the core Monasca
services, the Monasca stack includes Apache Spark, Apache Zookeeper, Apache Kafka,
Apache Storm, InfluxDB, Elasticsearch, Kibana, Logstash and Grafana some of which are
configured behind HAProxy and Keepalived. Configuring and managing these services in a
reproducible way such that they can be horizontally scaled required considerable effort.
The OpenStack Monasca project, whilst actively developed by a number of different
companies suffers from technical debt, out of date, or missing documentation and a higher
number of defects than the more widely used OpenStack projects owing to its lower user
base. This increased the time required to deploy and maintain it. An alternative to Monasca
could be to use an ELK stack for logging and Prometheus for monitoring and alerting. Whilst
this is considerably simpler, it has the disadvantage that there is no multi-tenancy built in.
Prometheus also doesn’t support ‘push’ metrics which are useful for application specific
monitoring. There are however projects which facilitate horizontal scaling such as the
Thanos project, and also multi-tenancy.
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8 LESSONS LEARNED
8.1 Monitoring tenant environments can be challenging
In Monasca, metrics are harvested by the Monasca Agent, a service consisting of three sub
processes: A Statsd server, a forwarder which buffers and periodically submits metrics to the
Monasca API, and a collector process which reads the various sources of information from across the
system according to the configured plugins. These services generally support Python 2, and are
designed to operate outside of a container. Problems arose when users attempted to deploy the
agent on recent Python 3 only distros, and in the case of the SIP on a Docker Swarm cluster running
on Fedora Atomic. The solution in both cases was to run the Monasca Agent sub-processes in Docker
containers, and in the case of the Swarm cluster, to deploy the Agent as a global Swarm service
running across the cluster. Additional issues were encountered with the Monasca Agent plugins
which commonly incorporate detection routines incompatible with running in a container. Whilst we
were able to work around the detection mechanism by manually configuring the plugins, getting
them to run often required bind mounting folders from the host into the container, and it wasn’t
always possible to configure the plugin to use the bind-mounted path. The solution will be to add
container support for the plugins we require.

8.2 Monasca requires careful configuration to ensure reliability
Due to the large number of services in a Monasca deployment the configuration space is substantial.
There is no multi-node reference deployment to follow. As such the early deployment was
intolerably unreliable. By analysing and working through each failure it has been possible to reach a
state where the Monasca services require no attention for months at a time (and counting).

8.3 Alerting in Monasca requires global time synchronization
In hindsight global time synchronisation seems obvious, but due to the way that alarms are triggered
small differences in time between the point at which they are collected and the point at which they
are processed can cause them to trigger. If a cluster of Apache Storm nodes is used for alerting it is
critical that all nodes in the cluster have their clocks synchronised.

8.4 Monasca Grafana doesn’t behave like Grafana
By storing user sessions in a central database Grafana supports load balancing across instances. This
is useful for providing a highly available and scalable user interface for visualising metrics.
Unfortunately the Monasca project forked Grafana to add Keystone integration for multi-tenancy,
and so far there has been resistance to merging the support back into upstream Grafana. The
Monasca fork is now a major version behind upstream, and certain features such as load balancing
which should be supported don’t work.

8.5 Further Work
Additional work has been performed to assess a different potential implementation for Monitoring
and Logging [RD04 and RD05] based on similar underlying technologies. Further work is required to
assess these and their integration within Platform Services.
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